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Abstract. In the past few years, cloud edge system from conception to gradually improve, develop to today 
has become a mature side of cloud model. Compared with simple cloud computing, cloud edge system has 
lower network latency and is suitable for application scenarios with higher real-time requirements. Although it 
can make up for some shortcomings of cloud computing, it also faces many problems in practical application, 
how to realize the safe transmission of information in the open network environment is one of the difficulties. 
Since the data transmission process between the edge and the cloud exists in the form of plaintext transmis-
sion, this allows attackers to easily disrupt normal data interactions. It is an important research point to ensure 
the stable operation of the cloud edge system while maximizing the security of communication. To this end, 
the following work has been done in the direction of secure data transmission in this paper:

1.  Analyzed the potential risks of the cloud edge system communication network from the perspective of data 
source security and data transmission security.

2. Summarizes the requirements and limitations of secure communication, introduces a lightweight SM9 en-
cryption algorithm with low implementation cost and low resource consumption. And compared with other 
encryption algorithms.

3.  Provide algorithmic foundation for establish a framework for secure transmission of lightweight data and 
achieve data confidentiality protection

Provides a viable reference for secure data transmission in the cloud edge system
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1   Introduction

1.1   Background and Significance of the Study

With the continuous development of the cloud computing industry, more and more cloud applications are used in 
practice, and more and more companies are constantly inclined to the research and development and use of cloud 
computing products. As more and more data are stored in the cloud, the security problem of cloud data transmis-
sion is gradually exposed. According to the report, in 2018, the user data of a number of large enterprises was 
leaked, so the data security issue must be taken seriously. When user-generated data or large data are transmitted 
in the cloud edge system, how to guarantee the security of the data has become our focus, and encryption technol-
ogy to encrypt the data is the most appropriate method to meet the security of data transmission.

In the middle of the 20th century, message encryption processing technology has become increasingly complex 
and systematic, and has gradually become a key technology for data security at the social, commercial and even 
national levels. Symmetric encryption is the fastest and simplest form of encryption, and the same key is used for 
encryption and decryption. There are many kinds of symmetric encryption algorithms, and because of its high 
efficiency, it is widely used in the core of many encryption protocols. But since both parties use the same key, se-
curity is not guaranteed. The disadvantage of symmetric encryption is that before the data can be transmitted, the 
sender and receiver must agree on the secret key, and then both parties can keep the secret key. Asymmetrically 
encrypted into data encryption and decryption provides a very secure method that uses a pair of keys: a public 
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key and a private key. The private key can only be kept safe by a party, can’t leaked out, while the public key can 
be sent to anyone who requests it. Asymmetric encryption uses one of these keys to encrypt, while decryption 
requires the other key. Unlike symmetric encryption, there is no need to send the private key across the network, 
so security is greatly improved. At present, the most widely used in the field of cryptography RSA cryptography 
algorithm and elliptic curve cryptography algorithms are public key cryptography algorithms. RSA cipher algo-
rithm is characterized by its simple principle and easy implementation. RSA can only maintain its security by 
extending the key bit width. However, the increase of key bit width not only makes the hardware implementation 
more difficult, but also reduces the efficiency of encryption and decryption, so RSA has some limitations in secu-
rity. The security of elliptic curve cryptography (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem，ECDLP) mainly 
comes from the difficulty of elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. Compared with RSA, ECC encryption 
performance is higher and the required key length is shorter, currently ECC has the highest security strength of a 
single bit key. Identification cipher algorithm (IBC) is an encrypted scheme in which the user’s unique identity (or 
identity is simply calculated) is used as the public key, the private key is calculated from the user ID and system 
parameters. In the identity cryptography system, the public key derived from the identity can effectively avoid 
the complicated certificate exchange process in the traditional public key cryptography system, and improve the 
throughput of wireless network. The SM9 identity cryptography algorithm is the first identity-based cryptography 
algorithm standard released by the State Secret Administration of China in 2016. The standard stipulates the spe-
cific implementation algorithms of digital signature, secret key exchange, and public key encryption and decryp-
tion. SM9 identity password algorithm has both the advantages of ECC and IBC, its biggest advantage is easy to 
carry on key management, the system users don’t need to apply for digital certificate, don’t need online query and 
verification certificate, greatly simplifies the link of secure communication, especially suitable for the realization 
of mass user environment identity authentication and data encryption. This paper first introduces the principle of 
several main encryption calculation and its. 

1.2   Cloud Edge System Security Issues

In order to more targeted deployment of the cloud edge system security protection system, design and implemen-
tation of effective security protection measures, it is important to first understand the current security risks and the 
threats and challenges faced in the cloud edge system. There are several shortcomings in the current cloud edge 
system:

(1) System data security: No security level identification and classification of system data.
(2) System architecture: lack of effective control network layering.
(3) Communication networks: lack of control of data flow, backup of configuration information and key man-

agement; lack of protection and access control of hardware devices; lack of delineation of system security bound-
aries.

1.3   Attacks Against Communication Networks

(1) Denial of service attack: The attacker finds a way to make the target machine stop providing services, and 
is one of the common attacks used by hackers. It forces the server’s buffer to be full and not to receive new re-
quests; secondly, it uses IP spoofing to force the server to reset the connection of illegal users and affect the con-
nection of legitimate users.

(2) Integrity attacks, which are operations that tamper with data.
(3) Data injection attack: After fully grasping the principle of the communication protocol, the attacker mis-

leads the operator or controls the operation of the component by sending wrong control status or information.
(4) Replay attack: A replay attack is when an attacker intercepts data transmitted over the network, records data 

information over a period of time, and then replays these packets.

2   Related Work

Scholars have designed a series of lightweight cryptographic algorithms based on the basics of number theory, al-
gebra, classical hard problems with low computational resources and moderate real-time and security. Or the orig-
inal cryptographic algorithm can be lightened by reducing the key length and the number of rounds, and then ap-
plied to the cloud edge system. Msahoney [1] et al. proposed a block encryption algorithm based on Quasigroup. 
First, a random 256bit key is generated by constructing a proposed group of size 256*256 and dividing it evenly 
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into individual byte blocks as the round key for each round. Then the original plaintext data is divided into 128 
bit blocks, and processed. Premnath [2] uses NTRU to implement authentication and data integrity protection 
within the system and compares NTRU execution time with ECC and RSA on the ARMV6 platform [4]. The 
results show that the execution speed is 2 to 2.5 times faster than the latter. The above authors secure the control 
system by introducing lightweight cryptographic algorithms. However, the impact of algorithms on performance 
is mainly considered from the perspective of device power consumption and hardware implementation cost, and 
the analysis of algorithm running time and its impact on control system performance is lacking. In this paper, we 
analyze the SM9 encryption algorithm in terms of its running time and its security, compare it with its encryption 
algorithm, and finally show the feasibility of the SM9 lightweight encryption algorithm.

3   Lightweight secure transport Algorithm 

3.1  Algorithm Overview

3.1.1  SM4 symmetric encryption algorithm:

SM4 is a symmetric cryptography algorithm, which is the standard of block encryption algorithm published by 
China in 2012. The message block length and key length of SM4 block encryption algorithm are both 128 bits. 
The main operation process can be divided into the following steps:

In the process of encryption and decryption, both the unencrypted and encrypted messages are treated as the 
same number of bit words by the SM4 algorithm, in this case, as four 32-bit words, the four bytes of (X0,X1,X2,X3) 
represent the input plaintext data. After 32 rounds of key operation, the encrypted information can be obtained, 
that is, the encrypted ciphertext can be output: (Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4) means the output ciphertext. The encryption process is 
as follows:

Xi+4=F(Xi,Xi+1, Xi+2, Xi+3,rki)=Xi ⊕ T(Xi+1 ⊕ Xi+2 ⊕ Xi+3 ⊕ rki).                                                                         (1)

(Y0,Y1, Y2, Y3)= (X35, X34, X33, X32).                                                                                                                        (2)

The SM4 algorithm encryption and decryption keys are the same. The difference is that the encryption and 
decryption round keys are used in the reverse order. When encrypting, its round keys are used in the order (rk0, 
rk1, rk2, …, rk31), in the process of decryption, its round key is used in the order (rk31,rk30,rk29…rk0). SM4 
encrypted symmetric encryption algorithm in detail in Fig. 1 work-flow:

Fig. 1.  SM4 algorithm encryption process
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3.1.2  SM9 asymmetric encryption algorithm:

(1) Digital signature and verification algorithm:
Most of the time, people often need to perform identity authentication, integrity verification and anti-repudi-

ation of the received information [3]. Identity verification helps us confirm the source of the message. Data in-
tegrity verification ensures that the message has not been tampered with. Anti-denial can prevent the publisher of 
the message from denying the message. Digital signature, also known as public key digital signature, is realized 
through public key cryptography, which has high security. Digital signature generally includes two relative pro-
cesses, namely digital signature and signature verification, in order to realize the functions of identity authentica-
tion in digital space, document integrity verification and anti-repudiation.

In the process of digital signature, the sender uses the private key to sign the information, and the receiver uses 
the corresponding public key to verify the signature [5]. For the traditional public key cryptosystem, the signer 
first calculates its corresponding public key through its own private key, and then applies for a certificate from 
CA, which contains the user’s identity information, public key and signature of CA, and then sends the certificate 
to the verifier through the open channel. The verifier determines the source of the public key by verifying the CA’s 
signature, and then uses the public key to verify the signature. Under the traditional cryptography system, the ac-
quisition of public key involves the exchange of certificates, which increases the redundancy of data transmission. 
In the wireless network, this will certainly affect the network performance and reduce the throughput. Different 
from the traditional public key cryptosystem, SM9 identity cryptosystem calculates the public key through the 
user identity, which avoids the complicated certificate exchange process and greatly improves the efficiency of 
information transmission. It adopts bilinear mapping to implement the identification integration, which makes the 
signature algorithm more efficient and secure. Fig. 2 shows how the SM9 digital signature system works.

Fig. 2.  Digital signature algorithm flow

(2) Public key encryption and decryption algorithm
Data encryption and decryption is also an important part of the cryptosystem, which is an important guaran-

tee for the safe transmission of information on the public channel [6]. In the ID based encryption and decryption 
algorithm, the public key needed for encryption can also be calculated according to the user ID. Fig. 3 shows the 
working principle of SM9 public key encryption and decryption system.
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Fig. 3. Principle of SM9 public key encryption and decryption system

User A needs to send encrypted information to User B. Firstly, User A encrypts the information by using the 
calculated identity of User B as the public key, and then sends the ciphertext information to User B through the 
open channel. After receiving the ciphertext information, User B decrypts it by using the decryption private key. 
The private key of User B is distributed by the key generation center. When the system is initialized, the key 
generation center authenticates the identity of User B, then calculates the decryption private key with its identity 
and system parameters, and sends it to User B through the secure channel for storage. Encryption and Decryption 
Algorithm of Elliptic Curve Cryptography This encryption method will be less secure, but the speed will be great-
ly improved. In the SM9 identification password algorithm, the data encryption algorithm adopts the hybrid en-
cryption method [7]. In other words, the key used for data encryption is encoded on a point of the elliptic curve, 
and then the symmetric encryption key is calculated by the key derived function KDF, and then the key is used to 
encrypt the data. Fig. 4 shows the SM9 public key encryption algorithm flow.

Fig. 4. Encryption algorithm flow chart
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Bit string M is the plaintext message to be encrypted, mlen is the bit length of the plaintext message, K2_len is 
the bit length of key K2 in function MAC (K2, Z). The public key used for encryption is calculated through User B’s 
identity, and User A can use this public key to encrypt plaintext M. The specific encryption steps are as follows:

(1) Calculate element of group G1.      (3)

(2) Generates a random number .                                                                                             (4)

(3) Calculate the element  in group G1 and convert the data type of G1 to a bit string.       (5)                          

(4) Calculate the element  of group .                                                                               (6)

(5) Calculate the element  of group .                                                                                               (7) 
convert the data type of  to a bit string.                     

(6) Calculate .                                                                                 (8)
then calculate , let K1 be the leftmost mlen bit of k, if K1 is a string of zero bits, 

then return A2; 
  
(7) Calculate  and , output  ciphertext .                             (9)

When User B receives the ciphertext message, it needs to decrypt the ciphertext and take out the plaintext 
information. Fig. 5 shows the flow of the public key decryption algorithm. Where mlen is the bit length of C2 in 
ciphertext C=C1||C3||C2, K2_ len is the bit length of key K2 in function MAC (K2, Z), User B uses the decryption 
private key to decrypt the ciphertext. The decryption algorithm is as follows:

(1) Take the bit string  from the bit string C and convert  into the form of a point on an elliptic curve to 
judge whether it is true or not. If it is not true, an error message will be returned;

(2) Calculate the element                                                                                                       (10)
of group , convert the data type of  to a bit string;

(3) Calculate  .                                                                                                         (11)
then calculate .                                                                                             (12)
let K1 be the leftmost mlen bit of k, if K1 is a string of zero bits, an error message will be returned;                   

(4) Calculate , output plaintext .                                                                                           (13)
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Fig. 5. Decryption algorithm flow chart

3.2 Algorithm Analysis

Scheme of the design to the algorithm considering several aspects, such as the algorithm computational com-
plexity, complexity, and so on. The SM9 identity cryptography algorithm is relatively complex, which not only 
includes the basic operations of modular addition and subtraction, modular multiplication and modular inverse in 
the finite field, but also includes complex algorithms such as elliptic curve group operation, HASH algorithm and 
bilinear mapping, as shown in Fig. 6.

Application layer Digital signature, signature verification, data encryption, data decryp-
tion

Functional algorithm 
layer

Dot multiplication operation, HASH algorithm, bilinear mapping, 
modular power operation

Group computing layer Point plus operation, double point operation
Domain operation layer Modular addition and subtraction, modulo multiplication, modulo in-

verse
Fig. 6.  Structure diagram of SM9 identity cipher algorithm

In the whole SM9 identity cryptosystem, digital signature and verification algorithm and public key encryption 
and decryption algorithm are in the application layer of SM9 cryptosystem [8]. Through the combination of point 
multiplication operation, extended domain modular exponentiation operation, cryptographic auxiliary function 
and bilinear pairing calculation, the corresponding functions are realized. The dot product operation, power oper-
ation of the twelfth extended domain module, HASH algorithm and bilinear pair calculation are in the functional 
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algorithm layer. The dot product operation is implemented by scheduling point addition operation and multiple 
point operation on elliptic curve. The twelfth expansion modular power operation is based on the finite field oper-
ation. Hash algorithm adopts the SM3 HASH algorithm, which is mainly used to implement cryptographic auxil-
iary functions, including message authentication code function MAC and key derivation function KDF. The cal-
culation of bilinear pairings includes not only the operation of point addition and doubling on elliptic curve, but 
also the power operation of extended domain module. The elliptic curve point-addition operation and point-dou-
bling operation are located in the point operation layer of the cryptosystem, which schedule the operations in 
finite domain according to the group operation method. The bottom layer is the finite domain operation, including 
prime domain modular addition and subtraction, modular multiplication, modular inverse operation and extended 
domain modular addition and subtraction, modular multiplication, modular inverse operation. It can be concluded 
that finite-field operation is the basic unit of SM9 identification cipher algorithm, and its optimization is the key 
to improve the performance of cryptographic system.

4   The algorithm performance assessment and comparison

SM4 is the use of block password, symmetric encryption algorithm, and SM9 identification password algorithm 
is asymmetric encryption algorithm, DES algorithm is commonly used in the international symmetric encryption 
algorithm, the algorithm performance assessment and comparison of these algorithms. Based on the principle of 
each algorithm, the SM4 algorithm, DES algorithm and SM9 identity encryption algorithm written by Java lan-
guage are implemented at first, and the algorithm speed, CPU occupation of several aspects of the experiment. 
When testing the algorithm speed, run the algorithm program several times and record the average running time 
of the program to test the algorithm running speed. Test CPU occupancy using the Windows System Performance 
Monitor to get the situation of the occupancy.

(1) Running speed of the algorithm
In the algorithm speed experiment, each algorithm program is allowed to run 50 times on the English string 

encrypted with less than 100 words, and the average running time of each algorithm program is shown in Table 1:

Table 1. Time used to encrypt and decrypt English characters 
Algorithm SM9 encryption algo-

rithm
SM4 encryption algo-

rithm
DES algorithm

Encryption 
time-consuming

528.85ms 279.64ms 335.72ms

Decryption 
time-consuming

17.34ms 4.35ms 4.90ms

Through the experimental results of the algorithm speed test can be seen, in the English string within 100 
words for encryption and decryption, the speed of various algorithms have a big difference, among which SM4 
algorithm encryption and decryption speed is the fastest, followed by DES algorithm, and SM9 encryption algo-
rithm encryption and decryption time is the longest.

(2) CPU occupancy
According to the experimental results of CPU utilization of the algorithm, it can be seen that SM9 algorithm 

has the highest CPU utilization, followed by DES algorithm and last is SM4 encryption algorithm. CPU usage of 
each algorithm is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. CPU usage of each algorithm
Algorithm SM9 encryption algorithm SM4 encryption algorithm DES algo-

rithm
CPU occu-
pancy

14% 8% 12%

(3) Comparison of safety strength of algorithms
Algorithm breaking is called cryptanalysis. In view of these encryption algorithms, the most effective crypt-

analysis methods of these encryption algorithms are selected to carry out cryptanalysis respectively.The cryp-
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tographic security strength of the two algorithms can be judged by the time and space taken to decipher the 
algorithms. SM9 identity encryption algorithm uses different keys for encryption and decryption, so the key ex-
haustive search method is adopted. In a network of 3000 computers, the calculation of exhaustive key search can 
be carried out. Using the rough time estimation principle, it can be concluded that it takes several hours to several 
days to crack it. For SM4 algorithm, algebraic analysis is used to attack it. Algebraic analysis is to construct the 
calculation process of a cryptographic algorithm into a set of algebraic equations, and obtain the key information 
in the cryptographic algorithm by solving the unknown elements in the equations. In the algebraic analysis of the 
SM4 algorithm, the required space can be provided by a single personal computer, and the time cost is several 
days, which is mainly used to solve the equations. This is shown in the following Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of algorithm security strength
Algorithm Deciphering method Time required Space required

SM9 encryption 
algorithm

Key exhaustion search Hours to days Computer system

SM4 encryption 
algorithm

Algebraic analysis Hours to days Personal computer

Although the rough estimation time principle is used to measure the deciphering time, it does not prevent the 
analysis of the security strength of these two algorithms. SM9 encryption algorithm and SM4 encryption algo-
rithm in exchange for a similar cost of time, but in the space required to decipher, the former is much larger than 
the latter. In other words, the security of SM9 encryption algorithm is better than SM4 encryption algorithm.

5   Summarization

Cloud edge collaboration can better match the needs of various application scenarios, maximize the value of 
edge computing and applications, and jointly help industrial enterprises achieve digital transformation. However, 
as large amounts of data are transmitted through the system, security issues arise. In this paper, we analyze the 
possible network attacks and their risks with regard to the secure transmission of data. After analyzing the SM9 
lightweight algorithm and comparing it with the currently available algorithms for encryption, we conclude that it 
is suitable for application in data transmission encryption in terms of security and efficiency, and is going to apply 
it to the framework of data lightweight secure transmission. It provides a reference basis for secure data transmis-
sion.

6   Future Work

From the previous algorithm analysis and comparison, SM9 encryption algorithm consumes more time when pro-
cessing large amounts of data encryption and decryption. But the encryption and decryption keys are inconsistent, 
the security is high and it is not easy to be cracked. SM4 symmetric encryption algorithm is very suitable for large 
amount of data encryption and decryption, but its safety is relatively low, to ensure the security of data transmis-
sion, we can use SM4 symmetric encryption algorithm for encryption and decryption, and SM9 algorithm for key 
management, at the same time, the SM3 hash algorithm is used to verify the integrity of data transmission to  im-
prove the security and efficiency of data transmission, this will be the future research direction of this article.
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